Biometric Signature ID (BSI) Expands Gesture Biometrics with Document Verification

**Biometric Signature ID (BSI), leading developer of software only ID authentication for web accessed accounts and devices, has introduced their latest authentication solution - BioProof-ID™ (Electronic) and with it, their new partnership with AuthenticID - the leading developer of real time identity authentication and credentialing.**

Dallas, TX (PRWEB) March 07, 2018 -- • BioProof-ID™ software adds automated real-time document validity and photo ID authentication
• Biometric Signature ID’s newest ID decision tool prevents forgery in documents from 192 countries
• After document validation and ID verification, user creates a written password with patented Gesture Biometric technology

Today, Biometric Signature ID (BSI), the leading developer of software only ID authentication for web accessed accounts and devices, has introduced their latest authentication solution - BioProof-ID™ (Electronic) and with it, their new partnership with AuthenticID - the leading developer of real time identity authentication and credentialing. This partnership enables BSI to offer both live remote agents and a pure electronic solution that is a real-time, document and photo ID authenticator. The electronic version takes an extra step by matching a user’s photo ID to a selfie picture in as little as 20 seconds. This in turn provides the highest assurance possible that the live person is the same individual on the document. Both BioProof-ID solutions are Integrated with BSI’s BioSig-ID™ gesture biometrics that requires no additional hardware since its activated with your finger, mouse, or stylus.

“Our partnership with AuthenticID marks a huge step forward for BSI as we continue to offer our customers the latest and greatest in biometric authentication and document verification,” said Jeff Maynard, President / CEO, Biometric Signature ID. “By integrating these services into our next-level gesture biometric authentication technology, we’ve created an entirely new product that is poised to dominate the cloud-based authentication market.”

One of the last steps to offer our clients is a decision tool that can ensure the government photo ID presented remotely on their mobile device is not a forgery. If the picture of the front and back of the photo ID document matches, the user completes a selfie. If the selfie matches the photo-ID, the user is directed to complete the enrollment process with BioSig-ID™. This newest iteration marks an evolutionary step for BSI’s authentication service offerings and will allow the company to expand uses cases worldwide.

Prior to the implementation of BioProof-ID™, users were required to verify their government issued document via a live remote agent who would then witness the user enroll with BioSig-ID™. With AuthenticID, BSI now can remotely review and legitimize more than 3,000 unique government identity documents worldwide.

“Our partnership with Biometric Signature ID delivers an added level of assurance that the person enrolling with BioSig-ID, is the correct person, and not a fraudster,” said Blair Cohen, Founder and President of AuthenticID. “By combining AuthenticID with the leading biometric technologies of Biometric Signature ID, we are able to create several new use cases for secure access and high confidence transactions.”

PRWeb ebooks - Another online visibility tool from PRWeb
To learn more about how BSI is rewriting the way you use biometrics, or to schedule a demo, visit https://BioSig-ID.com/

About Biometric Signature ID
Biometric Signature ID based in Dallas, Texas, is the leading developer of biometric ID verification software solutions using multi-factor authentication (MFA). BSI was selected Top 10 Multifactor Authentication Solution 2018, by Enterprise Security Magazine, was independent third party tested at 99.97% accuracy, was selected 20 Most Promising Ed Tech companies by CIO REVIEW, reports a 98% user satisfaction rate and has a worldwide family of users who have used BioSig-ID to protect their identity over 12M times from 95 countries. BSI’s technology provides secure banking transactions, safeguards healthcare records, gates exams or tests, protects against online theft and helps organizations to control risk, reduce fraud, manage security and maintain compliance. For more information, please visit https://biosig-id.com/.

About AuthenticID
Founded in 2001, Manchester, NH-based AuthenticID is a leading provider of revolutionary software that enables automated real-time identity document authentication solutions based on proprietary worldwide forensic document databases. Its CatfishAIR® family of authentication technologies now provide leading identity validation products using proprietary “smart mobile capture”, multi-factor biometrics and data as well as its software-as-a-service document authentication platform, supporting documents from 192 countries, in a variety of uses cases and industries.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.